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NOTE: When seated on the platform, microphone R is on your right, 
microphone C is at center, and microphone L is on your left. 
0945 Graduates assemble in the Root Hall Breezeway. 
1000 Faculty assemble for the procession inside Spanagel Hall on the first flo 
west of the east lobby. Faculty members line up behind graduates. Special seatin 
party and platform party assemble in the Superintendent's Conference Room. 
Prelude music plays until USHER signals for audio visual operator to stop 
playing at approximately 1025. 
1025 USHER at microphone: "GOOD MORNING, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN 
WE ARE ABOUT TO START THE GRADUATION CEREMONY. IF YOU WISH 
TO TAKE PHOTOGRAPHS DURING THE CEREMONY, YOU MAY DO SO 
FROM YOUR SEATS OR FROM THE OUTSIDE AISLES. PLEASE DO NOT 
ENTER THE CENTER AISLES OR THE AREA IN FRONT OF THE STAGE. 
WE ASK THAT YOU PLEASE REMAIN SEATED DURING THE 
PROCESSIONAL. WE STILL HAVE QUITE A FEW PEOPLE STANDING. 
WILL EVERYONE MOVE TOWARD THE CENTER OF YOUR SECTION IN 
ORDER FOR US TO SEAT AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE. (pause) 
PLEASE CLEAR CENTER AISLES AND TAKE YOUR SEA TS FOR THE 
PROCESSIONAL. 
Audio visual operator resume prelude music. 
1030 Procession begins. Usher signals audio visual operator to start the 
processional music when graduates are approaching. Graduates, faculty, special 
seating party and platform party proceed to seats and remain standing. The music 
stops playing when the Superintendent reaches her seat and turns to face the 
audience. 
CAPT MILLER: (microphone L) "LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, OUR 
NATIONAL ANTHEM." (choir sings the National Anthem) 
CAPT MILLER: 'WILL YOU PLEASE REMAIN STANDING FOR THE 
INVOCATION BY CHAPLAIN RHODES." 
CHAPLAIN RHODES: (microphone R) delivers the Invocation and returns to his 
seat. 
CAPT MILLER: "PLEASE BE SEATED LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THE 
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, REAR 
ADMIRAL MARSHA J. EVANS." 
(Platform party and audience sit down). 
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RADM EVANS: (microphone C) makes preliminary remarks and introduces 
platform guests. 
VADM CONRAD C. LAUTENBACHER: (microphone C) delivers graduation 
address. 
t DM EVANS moves to the right of the center podium to present the distinguished professor award. 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) makes remarks about the Distinguished 
Professor Award and presents the first recipient of this award to, Prof moves to 
a position in front of the center podium facing the audience. PROVOST 
ELSTER describes Prof qualifications as a Distinguished Professor. RADM 
EVANS presents Prof with a certificate. Prof shakes hands with RADM 
EVANS, VADM LAUTENBACHER, and PROVOST ELSTER. Prof returns to 
his/her seat. 
PROVOST ELSTER: The second recipient of this award is, Prof. Prof moves to 
a position in front of the center podium facing the audience. PROVOST ELSTER 
describes Prof qualifications as a Distinguished Professor. RADM EVANS 
presents Prof with a certificate. Prof shakes hands with RADM EVANS, VADM 
LAUTENBACHER, and PROVOST ELSTER. Prof returns to his/her seat. 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) 'WILL LT ELLIOT, LT WOODS, LT 
MARGRAF, LTC CHEN, LCDR CIMENDEROGLU, Capt LEINO, LT DANIEL, Maj 
CUMMISKEY, CPT FRAKES, CAPT YEU, LT LAHTI, Capt SAMPSON, LT 
BUSINGER, LT BRITTON, LT deCAMARA, LT DARGEL, LT TOLLIVER, LT 
DAVIS, LCDR HUNTER, Capt COLLINS, LT TURNER, AND LT MIFSUD." 
PROCEED TO THE PLATFORM FOR THE PRESENTATION OF AWARDS". 
RADM CRAMER takes position between microphone L and microphone C to greet 
the recipients of THE NAVAL INTELLIGENCE FOUNDATION AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN THE FIELD OF INTELLIGENCE, THE 
I
VAL INSTITUTE AWARD, AND THE ARMED FORCES COMMUNICATIONS 
D ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION HONOR AWARDS 
OVOST ELSTER: (Microphone R) "REAR ADMIRAL MICHAEL W. CRAMER, 
DIRECTOR OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE WILL BE PRESENTING THE NEXT 
THREE AWARDS." 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) "THE NAVAL INTELLIGENCE 
FOUNDATION AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN THE FIELD 
OF INTELLIGENCE- LT MARK R. ELLIOT, USN 
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(LT ELLIOT proceeds across the platform, receives THE NAVAL INTELLIGENCE 
FOUNDATION AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN THE FIELD 
OF INTELLIGENCE from, RADM CRAMER and shakes hands with RADM Evans, 
and Provost ELSTER, and RADM CRAMER and returns to his seat). 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) "THE UNITED STATES NAVAL INSTITUT 
AWARD· LT MATTHEW E. WOODS, USN 
(LT WOODS proceeds across the platform, receives THE NAVAL INSTITUT 
AWARD from, RADM CRAMER and shakes hands with RADM Evans, and . 
Provost ELSTER, and RADM CRAMER and returns to his seat). 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) "THE ARMED FORCES 
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION HONOR AWARD· LT 
JEFFREY A. MARGRAF, USN." 
(LT MARGRAF proceeds across the platform, receives THE ARMED FORCES 
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION HONOR AWARD from 
RADM CRAMER and shakes hands with RADM Evans, and Provost ELSTER, and 
RADM CRAMER and returns to his seat). 
L TC A.K. ZAKBY takes position between microphone L and microphone C to greet 
the recipient of THE MONTEREY KIWANIS CLUB OUTSTANDING FOREIGN 
STUDENT AWARD. 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) "THE MONTEREY KIWANIS CLUB 
OUTSTANDING FOREIGN STUDENT AWARD IS PRESENTED BY LTC A. K. 
ZAKBY, CHAIRMAN KIWANIS INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE." 
LTC CHUNG-YI CHEN, TAIWAN ARMY, AND LCDR ESER CIMENDEROGLU, 
TURKISH NAVY ARE THE RECIPIENTS OF THIS AWARD. 
(L TC CHEN AND LCDR CIMENDEROGLU proceed across the platform, receive 
THE MONTEREY KIWANIS CLUB OUTSTANDING FOREIGN STUDENT AWARD 
from LTC ZAKBY, and shakes hands with LTC Zakby. Awardees shake hands w· 
RADM Evans, and Provost ELSTER, L TC CHEN AND LCDR CIMENDEROGL 
and L TC Zakby return to their seats). 
MR. HOFFMAN takes position between microphone L and microphone C to 
greet the recipient of the Navy League award." 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) "THE MONTEREY PENINSULA COUNCIL 
NA VY LEAGUE AWARD FOR HIGHEST ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IS 
PRESENTED BY MR. PAUL HOFFMAN, PRESIDENT OF THE MONTEREY 
PENINSULA COUNCIL OF THE NAVY LEAGUE. Capt RICHARD E. LEINO, 
USMC IS THE RECIPIENT OF THIS AWARD." 
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Capt LEINO IS ALSO THE RECIPIENT OF 11THE SPACE AND NAVAL 
WARFARE SYSTEMS COMMAND AWARD IN ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERING" 
(Capt LEINO proceeds across the platform, receives awards from Mr. Hoffman, 
I
nd shakes hands with Mr. Hoffman. Awardee shakes hands with RADM EVANS, 
nd PROVOST ELSTER. Capt LEINO and Mr. Hoffman return to their seats). 
A YOR ALBERT: takes position between microphone L and microphone C to 
greet the recipients of the Naval Postgraduate Superior Service Awards. 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) "THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE 
SCHOOL SUPERIOR SERVICE AND THE MARINE CORPS SUPERIOR 
SERVICE AWARDS ARE PRESENTED BY THE HONORABLE DAN 
ALBERT, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF MONTEREY. LT MARION WILSON 
DANIEL, USN IS THE RECIPIENT OF THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE 
SCHOOL SUPERIOR SERVICE AWARD. 
(PAUSE) .•••.•. ALLOW NPS SUPERIOR SERVICE RECIPIENT TO RECEIVE 
AWARD AND CROSS PLATFORM, THEN ANNOUNCE THE MARINE CORPS 
SUPERIOR SERVJCE RECIPIENT. 
. 
Maj JAMES C. CUMMISKEY, USMC IS THE RECIPIENT OF THE NAVAL 
POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL MARINE CORPS SUPERIOR SERVICE 
AWARD." 
(LT DANIEL and Maj CUMMISKEY proceed separately across the platform, 
receive their awards from MAYOR ALBERT and shake hands with MAYOR 
ALBERT. Awardees shake hands with RADM EVANS and PROVOST ELSTER. 
LT DANIEL, MAJ CUMMISKEY, and MAYOR ALBERT return to their seats). 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) announces the remaining awards. As 
each award is announced, the recipient moves across the platform, receives 
I 
award from RADM EVANS, shakes hands with RADM EVANS, the Service 
Representative, and PROVOST ELSTER and returns to their seat. The next 
recipient then takes position at microphone L. Remaining awards: 
(1) NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
STUDENTS • CPT PATRICK FRANCES FRAKES, USA 
(2) NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS • 
CAPT YEU, ENG-KIONG, SINGAPORE NA VY 
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(3) ARMED FORCES COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS 
ASSOCIATION AWARD - LT CARL ANDREW LAHTI, USN 
(4) MILITARY OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETY STEPHEN A. TISDALE 
GRADUATE RESEARCH AWARD -
Capt MATTHEW T. SAMPSON, USMC 
(5) CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE I 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH -LT MARK P. BUSINGER, USN 
(6) NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN 
COMBAT SYSTEMS - LT DANIEL ARTHUR BRITTON, USN 
(7) CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS ELECTRONIC WARFARE AWARD -
LT DAVE A. deCAMARA, USN 
(8) CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS UNDERSEA WARFARE AWARD -
LT MICHAEL R. DARGEL, USN 
(9) NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND AWARD IN NAVAUMECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING • LT JOHN V. TOLLIVER, USN 
(10) REAR ADMIRAL GRACE MURRAY HOPPER COMPUTER SCIENCE 
AWARD· LT DUANE THOMAS DAVIS, USN 
(11) SPACE SYSTEMS OPERATIONS AWARD FOR ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE • LCDR LINDA M. HUNTER, USN and Capt BRIAN H. 
COLLINS, USMC 
(12) REAR ADMIRAL GRACE MURRAY HOPPER INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT AWARD· 
LT DANNY E. TURNER, USN 
(13) SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT FACULTY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE I 
MANAGEMENT - LT MARIO MIFSUD, USN 
CAPT MILLER: 'WILL THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR 
OF PHILOSOPHY PLEASE PROCEED TO THE STAGE." 
At this time Provost Elster will make some comments on the PhD degree. 
PROVOST ELSTER: 'Will LTCOL KHALED A. SHEHATA. THE CANDIDATE 
FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY, PLEASE CROSS THE STAGE." 
PROF LOOMIS crosses stage to a position just left of center podium, faces front. 
RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF FOUTS proceeds to the top of the 
steps. 
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PROVOST ELSTER: "THE TITLE OF L TCOL SHEHATA'S DISSERTATION IS: 
11LOW-POWER HIGH-SPEED DYNAMIC LOGIC FAMILIES FOR 
COMPLEMENTARY GALLIUM ARSENIDE (CgaAa) FABRICATION 
PROCESSES". LTCOL SHEHATA'S ADVISOR HAS BEEN PROFESSOR 
DOUGLAS FOUTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL 
' 
ENGINEERINC". 
ROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) reads description of LTCOL SHEHATA'$ 
dissertation. At conclusion of precis, candidate takes position In front of the 
center podium and faces front of stage 
RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF LOOMIS comes to center of 
platform and receives hood from stage attendant. PROF LOOMIS, PROF FOUTS 
move to positions at center stage. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS, I PRESENT TO YOU LTCOL SHEHATA. 
HE HAS COMPLETED ALL REQUIREMENTS PRESCRIBED BY THE 
FACULTY AND IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY." 
RADM EVANS: "BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, (Candidate removes 
hat) I CONFER UPON YOU THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
WITH ALL RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING 
THERETO." · 
PROF LOOMIS and PROF FOUTS slip the hood over the candidate's head (from 
behind). (candidate replaces hat) 
RADM EVANS, "LET ME ALSO WELCOME YOU TO THE COMPANY OF 
SCHOLARS (Candidate turns to the Superintendent) AND PRESENT THIS 
DIPLOMA TO YOU." 
LTCOL SHEHATA receives diploma from RADM EVANS, shakes hands with the 
I 
principals and returns to his seat. PROF LOOMIS and PROF FOUTS return to 
their seats. 
t this time Provost Elster will make some comments on the PhD degree. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "Will MR. DAVID BRYAN MARCO THE CANDIDATE FOR 
THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY, PLEASE CROSS THE STAGE." 
PROF McNELLEY crosses stage to a position just left of center podium, faces 
front. RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF HEALEY proceeds to 
the top of the steps. 
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PROVIST ELSTER: THE TITLE OF MR. MARCO'S DISSSERTATION IS: 
"AUTONOMOUS CONTROL OF UNDERWATER VEHICLES AND LOCAL 
AREA MANEUVERING". MR. MARCO'S ADVISOR HAS BEEN PROFESSOR 
ANTHONY HEALEY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING". 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) reads description of MR. MARCO' 
dissertation. At conclusion of precis, candidate takes position in front of th 
center podium and faces front of stage RADM EVANS goes to microphone C 
and PROF McNELLEY comes to center of platform and receives hood from 
stage attendant. PROF McNELLEY, PROF HEALEY move to positions at 
center stage. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS, I PRESENT TO YOU MR. MARCO. 
HE HAS COMPLETED ALL REQUIREMENTS PRESCRIBED BY THE 
FACULTY AND IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY." 
RADM EVANS: "BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, (Candidate removes 
hat) I CONFER UPON YOU THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
WITH ALL RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING 
THERETO." 
PROF McNELLEY and PROF HEALEY slip the hood over the candidate's head 
(from behind). (candidate replaces hat) 
RADM EVANS, "LET ME ALSO WELCOME YOU TO THE COMPANY OF 
SCHOLARS (Candidate turns to the Superintendent) AND PRESENT THIS 
DIPLOMA TO YOU." 
MR. MARCO receives diploma from RADM EVANS, shakes hands with the 
principals and returns to his seat. PROF McNELLEY and PROF HEALEY 
return to their seats. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "Will LTCOL MOSTAFA ADNAN EL-SHAFEI TH 
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY, PLEAS 
CROSS THE STAGE." PROF COLLINS crosses stage to a position just left o 
center podium, faces front. RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF 
AGRAWAL proceeds to the top of the steps. 
PROVOST ELSTER: THE TITLE OF LTCOL EL-SHAFEl'S DISSERTATION IS: 
"SMART COMPOSITE PLATE SHAPE CONTROL USING PIEZOELECTRIC 
MATERIALS". LTCOL EL-SHAFEl'S ADVISORS HAVE BEEN PROFESSOR 
BRIJ AGRAWAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICAL 
ENGINEERING". 
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PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) reads description of L TCOL EL-SHAFEl'S 
dissertation. At conclusion of precis. candidate takes position in front of the 
center podium and faces front of stage 
RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF COLLINS comes to center of 
I 
platform and receives hood from stage attendant. PROF COLLINS, PROF 
AGRAWAL move to positions at center stage. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS. I PRESENT TO YOU L TCOL 
EL-SHAFEI. HE HAS COMPLETED ALL REQUIREMENTS PRESCRIBED BY 
THE FACULTY AND IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY." 
RADM EVANS: "BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, (Candidate removes 
hat) I CONFER UPON YOU THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
WITH ALL RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING 
THERETO." 
PROF COLLINS and PROF AGRAWAL slip the hood over the candidate's head 
(from behind). (candidate replaces hat) 
RADM EVANS, "LET ME ALSO WELCOME YOU TO THE COMPANY OF 
SCHOLARS (Candidate turns to the Superintendent) AND PRESENT THIS 
DIPLOMA TO YOU." 
L TCOL EL-SHAFEJ receives diploma from RADM EVANS, shakes hands with the 
principals and returns to his seat. PROF COLLINS and PROF AGRAWAL 
return to their seats. 
At this time Provost Elster will make some comments on the PhD degree. 
PROVOST ELSTER: ''Will LTCOL OSMAN M. IBRAHIM. THE CANDIDATE FOR 
THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY, PLEASE CROSS THE STAGE." 
PROF LEWIS crosses stage to a position just left of center podium, faces front. 
I RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF BERZINS proceeds to the top PR:~~:·::TER: "THE TITLE OF LTCOL IBRAHIM'S DISSERTATION IS: 
"A MODEL AND DECISION SUPPORT MECHANISM FOR SOFTWARE 
REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING". LTCOL IBRAHIM'S DISSERTATION 
ADVISOR HAS BEEN PROFESSOR VALOIS BERZINS OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE." 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) reads description of L TCOL IBRAHIM'S 
dissertation. At conclusion of precis, candidate takes position in front of the 
center podium and faces front of stage 
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RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF LEWIS comes to center of 
platform and receives hood from stage attendant. PROF LEWIS, PROF BERZINS, 
move to positions at center stage. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS, I PRESENT TO YOU L TCOL IBRAHIM. 
HE HAS COMPLETED ALL REQUIREMENTS PRESCRIBED BY THE 
FACULTY AND IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY." 
RADM EVANS: "BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, (Candidate removes 
hat) I CONFER UPON YOU THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY WITH 
ALL RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING 
THERETO." 
PROF BERZINS and PROF LEWIS slip the hood over the candidate's head (from 
behind). (candidate replaces hat) 
RADM EVANS, "LET ME ALSO WELCOME YOU TO THE COMPANY OF 
SCHOLARS (Candidate turns to the Superintendent) AND PRESENT THIS 
DIPLOMA TO YOU." 
L TCOL IBRAHIM receives diploma from RADM EVANS, shakes hands with the 
principals and returns to his seat. PROF BERZINS and PROF LEWIS return to 
their seats. 
At this time Provost Elster will make some comments on the PhD degree. 
PROVOST ELSTER: 'Will COL MAHMOUD A. WAHDAN, THE CANDIDATE FOR 
THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY, PLEASE CROSS THE STAGE." 
PROF LEWIS crosses stage to a position just left of center podium, faces front. 
RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF KANAYAMA proceeds to the 
top of the steps. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "THE TITLE OF COL WAHDAN'S DISSERTATION IS: 
"NEW MOTION PLANNING AND REAL TIME LOCALIZATION METHODS 
USING PROXIMITY FOR AN AUTONOMOUS MOBILE ROBOT". 
COL WAHDAN'S DISSERTATION ADVISOR HAS BEEN PROFESSOR 
YUTAKA KANAYAMA OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE." 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) reads description of COL WAHDAN'S 
dissertation. At conclusion of precis, candidate takes position in front of the 
center podium and faces front of stage 
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RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF LEWIS comes to center of 
platform and receives hood from stage attendant. PROF LEWIS, PROF 
KANA YAMA, move to positions at center stage. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS, I PRESENT TO YOU COL WAHDAN. 
HE HAS COMPLETED ALL REQUIREMENTS PRESCRIBED BY THE 
FACULTY AND IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY." 
RADM EVANS: "BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, {Candidate removes 
hat) I CONFER UPON YOU THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY WITH 
ALL RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING 
THERETO." 
PROF KANA YAMA and PROF LEWIS slip the hood over the candidate's head 
(from behind). (candidate replaces hat) 
RADM EVANS, "LET ME ALSO WELCOME YOU TO THE COMPANY OF 
SCHOLARS (Candidate turns to the Superintendent) AND PRESENT THIS 
DIPLOMA TO YOU." 
COL WAHDAN receives diploma from RADM EVANS, shakes hands with the 
principals and returns to his seat. PROF KANA YAMA and PROF LEWIS return 
to their seats. 
At this time Provost Eisler will make some comments on the PhD degree. 
PROVOST ELSTER: 'WillL LCDR MICHAEL D. FOSTER, THE CANDIDATE FOR 
THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY, PLEASE CROSS THE STAGE:' 
PROF WASH crosses stage to a position just left of center podium, faces front. 
RADM EVANS goes to microphone C. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "THE TITLE OF LCDR FOSTER'S DISSERTATION IS: 
"CALIFORNIA SEA BREEZE STRUCTURE AND ITS RELATION TO THE 
I SYNOPTIC SCALE". LCDR FOSTER'S DISSERTATION ADVISOR HAS BEEN PROFESSOR CHUCK WASH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY." 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) reads description of LCDR FOSTER'S 
dissertation. At conclusion of precis, candidate takes position in front of the 
center podium and faces front of stage 
RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and PROF WASH comes to center of 
platform and receives hood from stage attendant. PROF WASH moves to position 
at center stage. 
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PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS, I PRESENT TO YOU LCDR FOSTER. 
HE HAS COMPLETED ALL REQUIREMENTS PRESCRIBED BY THE 
FACULTY AND IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY." 
RADM EVANS: "BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, (Candidate removes 
hat) I CONFER UPON YOU THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY WITH 
ALL RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING 
THERETO." 
PROF WASH slips the hood over the candidate's head (from behind). (candidate 
replaces hat) 
RADM EVANS, "LET ME ALSO WELCOME YOU TO THE COMPANY OF 
SCHOLARS (Candidate turns to the Superintendent) AND PRESENT THIS 
DIPLOMA TO YOU." 
LCDR FOSTER receives diploma from RADM EVANS, shakes hands with the 
principals and returns to his seat. PROF WASH returns to his seat. 
At this time Provost Elster will make some comments on the PhD degree. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "Will LCDR EMIL T. PETRUNCIO, THE CANDIDATE FOR 
1HE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY, PLEASE CROSS THE STAGE." 
PROF BOURKE crosses stage to a position just left of center podium, faces front. 
RADM EVANS goes to microphone C and RES ASST PROF ROSENFELD 
proceeds to the top of the steps. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "THE TITLE OF LCDR PETRUNCIO'S DISSERTATION IS: 
"OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING OF INTERNAL TIDE PROPAGATION IN 
A SUBMARINE CANYON". LCDR PETRUNCIO'S DISSERTATION ADVISOR 
HAS BEEN RESIDENT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR LESLIE ROSENFELD OF 
THE DEPARTMENT OF OCEANOGRAPHY." 
PROVOST ELSTER: (microphone R) reads description of LCDR PETRUNCIO'S 
dissertation. At conclusion of precis, candidate takes position in front of the 
center podium and faces front of stage. RADM EVANS goes to microphone C 
and PROF BOURKE comes to center of platform and receives hood from stage 
attendant. PROF BOURKE, PROF ROSENFELD, move to positions at center 
stage. 
PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS, I PRESENT TO YOU LCDR 
PETRUNCIO. HE HAS COMPLETED ALL REQUIREMENTS PRESCRIBED BY 
THE FACULTY AND IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY." 
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RADM EVANS: "BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, (Candidate removes 
hat) I CONFER UPON YOU THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY WITH 
ALL RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING 
THERETO." .
1 
PROF ROSENFELD and PROF BOURKE slip the hood over the candidate's head 
(from behind). (candidate replaces hat) 
RADM EVANS, "LET ME ALSO WELCOME YOU TO THE COMPANY OF 
SCHOLARS (Candidate turns to the Superintendent) AND PRESENT THIS 
DIPLOMA TO YOU." 
LCDR PETRUNCIO receives diploma from RADM EVANS, shakes hands with the 
principals and returns to his seat. PROF ROSENFELD and PROF BOURKE 
return to their seats. 
CAPT MILLER: 'WILL THE CANDIDATES FOR THE ENGINEER'S 
DEGREE PLEASE RISE AND PROCEED TO THE PLATFORM." 
PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS, I PRESENT TO YOU THESE 
CANDIDATES. AFTER CONSIDERATION OF THEIR ACADEMIC 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS, THE ACADEMIC COUNCIL WILL RECOMMEND 
THEM FOR THE DEGREE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, MECHANICAL 
ENGINEER, OR AERONAUTICAUASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEER AS 
SPECIFIED." 
RADM EVANS: "UPON THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE ACADEMIC 
COUNCIL, I WILL, BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, CONFER THE 
DEGREE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, MECHANICAL ENGINEER, OR 
AERONAUTICAUASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEER AS SPECIFIED WITH ALL 
THE RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING 
THERETO." (Then she moves to the front of the podium to present the 
certificates and shake the candidates' hands.) 
I PROF LOOMIS: (microphone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST ELSTER, I HAVE THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER." (He then moves to the front of the 
podium to shake the candidates' hand. After the student crosses the stage, he 
returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: (He reads the name of the candidate. The candidate proceeds 
across the platform and shakes hands with RADM Evans, Prof LOOMIS and 
Provost Elster.) 
PROF McNELLEY: (microphone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST 
ELSTER, I HAVE THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATE FOR THE 
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DEGREE MECHNICAL ENGINEER." (He then moves to the front of the podium 
to shake the candidates' hand. After the student crosses the stage, he returns 
to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: (He reads the name of the candidate. The candidate proceeds 
across the platform and shakes hands with RADM Evans, Prof McNELLEY and 
Provost Elster.) 
PROF D. COLLINS: (microphone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST 
ELSTER, I HAVE THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR 
THE DEGREE AERONAUTICAUASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEER." (He then 
moves to the front of the podium to shake the candidate's hands. After the 
students cross the stage, he returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: (He reads the names of the candidates. The candidates proceed 
across the platform and shake hands with RADM Evans, Prof Collins and 
Provost Elster.) 
CAPT MILLER: "LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, MAY I ASK YOU TO PLEASE 
HOLD YOUR APPLAUSE UNTIL THE LAST CANDIDATE HAS LEFT THE 
PLATFORM." "WILL THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES MASTER 
OF ARTS AND MASTER OF SCIENCE PLEASE RISE." 
PROVOST ELSTER: "ADMIRAL EVANS, I PRESENT TO YOU THESE 
CANDIDATES. AFTER CONSIDERATION OF THEIR ACADEMIC 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS, THE ACADEMIC COUNCIL WILL RECOMMEND 
THEM FOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARTS OR MASTER OF SCIENCE AS 
SPECIFIED." 
RADM EVANS: "UPON THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE ACADEMIC 
COUNCIL, I WILL, BY THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME, CONFER UPON 
YOU THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARTS OR MASTER OF SCIENCE AS 
SPECIFIED, WITH ALL THE RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
PERTAINING THERETO." 
CAPT MILLER: ''WILL THE CANDIDATES PLEASE PROCEED TO THE 
PLATFORM." 
CAPT PETHO: (Microphone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST 
ELSTER, I HAVE THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR 
THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARTS IN NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS." {He 
moves to the front of the podium to shake the candidates' hands. When the last 
NSA graduate crosses the stage he returns to his seat.) 
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CAPT MILLER: (He reads the names of the candidates. The candidates 
proceed across the platform and shake hands with RADM EVANS, the Service 
Rep, CAPT Petho and PROVOST ELSTER.) 
PROF LOOMIS: (As the last NSA graduate is announced, he proceeds to 
microphone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST ELSTER, I HAVE THE 
PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE MASTER 
OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING." (He moves to the front of the 
podium to shake the candidates' hands.) When the last MSEE graduate 
crosses the stage he returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: (He reads the names of the candidates. The candidates 
proceed across the platform and shake hands with RADM EVANS, the Service 
Rep, PROF LOOMIS and PROVOST ELSTER.) 
PROF McNELLEY: (As the last MSEE graduate is announced, he proceeds to 
microphone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST ELSTER, I HAVE THE 
PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE MASTER 
OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING." (He moves to the front of the 
podium to shake the candidates' hands.) 
CAPT MILLER: (He reads the names of the candidates. The candidates 
proceed across the platform and shake hands with RADM EVANS, the Service 
Rep, Prof McNELLEY and PROVOST ELSTER.) 
PROF D. COLLINS: (As the last MSME graduate is announced, he proceeds to 
microphone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, PROVOST ELSTER, I HAVE THE 
PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE MASTER 
OF SCIENCE IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING." (He moves to the front of 
the podium to shake the candidates' hands. When the last MSAE graduate 
crosses the stage he returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: "FOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING" (He reads the names of the candidates. 
The candidates proceed across the platform and shake hands with RADM 
EVANS, the Service Rep, Prof D. Collins and PROVOST ELSTER) I 
PROF WASH: (As the last MSAE graduate is announced, he 
proceeds to microphone R). "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST ELSTER, I 
HAVE THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN METEOROLOGY AND PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY " (He moves to the front of the podium to shake the 
candidates' hands. After the last MS&PO graduate crosses the stage he returns 
to his seat.) 
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CAPT MILLER: "FOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
METEOROLOGY AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY" (He reads the names 
of the candidates. The candidates proceed across the platform and shake 
hands with RADM EVANS, the Service Rep, Prof D. Wash and PROVOST 
ELSTER) 
PROF BOURKE: (As the last MSMPO graduate is announced, he 
proceeds to microphone R). "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST ELSTER, I 
HAVE THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY• (He moves to the 
front of the podium to shake the candidates' hands. After the last MS&PO 
graduate crosses the stage he returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: "FOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY." (He reads the names of the candidates. The 
candidates proceed across the platform and shake hands with RADM EVANS, 
the Service Rep, Prof Bourke and PROVOST ELSTER) 
PROF ROBERTS: (As the last MSPO graduate is announced, he proceeds to 
microphone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST ELSTER, I HAVE THE 
PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES MASTER 
OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT AND 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT." (He moves to the front of the 
podium to shake the candidates' hands. VVhen the last MSIM graduate crosses 
the stage, he returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: "FOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT." (He reads the names of the candidates. The 
candidates shake hands with RADM EVANS, the Service Rep, Prof ROBERTS 
and PROVOST ELSTER.) "FOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
MANAGEMENT." (He reads the names of the candidates. The candidates 
shake hands with RADM EVANS, the Service Rep, Prof ROBERTS and 
PROVOST ELSTER.) 
PROF LEWIS: (As the last MSM graduates are announced, he proceeds to 
MicroJ:>hone R) "ADMIRAL EVANS, PROVOST ELSTER, I HAVE THE 
PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE MASTER 
OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE." (He moves to the front of the podium 
to shake the candidates' hands. After the last MSCS graduate crosses the 
stage he returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: (He reads the name of the candidates. The candidates shake 
hands with RADM EVANS, Service Rep, PROF LEWIS and PROVOST 
ELSTER.) 
PROF ATCHLEY: <_As the last MSCS graduates are announced, he proceeds to 
microphone R) 'ADMIRAL EVANS, AND PROVOST ELSTER, I HAVE THE 
PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE "MASTER 
OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED PHYSICS AND MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE (ASTRONAUTICS), AND MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN ENGINEERING ACOUSllCS." (He moves to the front of the podium to 
shake the candidates hands, then returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: "FOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED 
PHYSICS." (He reads the names of the candidates. The candidates shake 
hands with RADM EVANS, the Service Rep, Prof Atchley and PROVOST 
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ELSTER.) •fOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING 
SCIENCE (ASTRONAUTICS), (He reads the names of the candidates. The 
candidate8 Shake hands wlh RADM EVANS, the Service Rep, Prof Aldllev and 
PROVOST ELSTER.) AND, FOR THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
ENGINEERING ACOUSTICS• (Ha reads the names of the candidates. The 
candidates shake hands with RAOM EVANS, the Service Rep, Prof Atchley and 
PROVOST ELSTER.) 
I CAPT PETHO: (Aa the last MS~graduates are announcrTE he ~s to MICf'ODhone R> •ADMIRAL EVANS, PROVOST EL R I HAVE THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE MASTER 
OF SCIENCE IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH.• (He moves to the front of the 
DOdlum to shake the candidates' hands. After the last MSOR graduate crossea 
the stage he returns to his seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: (He reads the name of the candidates. The candidates shake 
hands with RADM EVANS, Service Rep, CAPT Pelho and PROVOST ELSTER.) 
PROF LEVIEN: (As the last MSCS graduates are announced, he P.fOCMds to 
mlcroDhone Rl "ADMIRAL EVANS, PROVOST ELSTER, I HAVE THE 
PLEASURE TO PRESENT THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE MASTER 
OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING." (He moves to the front of the 
DOdium to shake the candidates' hands. After the last MSSE graduate CI0888S 
the stage he retums to his seat) 
CAPT MILLER: (He reads the name of the candidates. The candidates shake 
hands V'ith RADM EVANS, Service Rep, Prof Levien and PROVOST ELSTER.) 
PROF PANHOUER: (As the last MSSI: g_raduates are announced, he oroceeds 
~~o -:,>R~:~~%1-E~~b~W~8R~~iv:RJE~~,.mE 
OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY (SPACE SYSTEMS 
OPERATIONS).• (He moves to the tont of the podium to shake the candidates' 
hands. After the last MS(Space) graduate croasea the stage he returns to his 
seat.) 
CAPT MILLER: ~reads the name of the candidates. The candidates shake 
hands with RADM EVANS, Service Rep, Prof Panholzer and PROVOST 
ELSTER.) 
CAPT MILLER: "CHAPLAIN RHODES WILL NOW GIVE THE 
BENEDICTION. WILL YOU PLEASE RISE." 
t HAPLAIN RHODES: (~ R) Delivers the benediction. The choir hums the ~vy _Hymn l9ftlY as the benediction is given, then sings one verse after the cnapl8ln completea the benediction. 
CAPT •LLER: "LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THIS CONCLUDES THE 
GRADUATION CEREMONY. WILL YOU PLEASE REMAIN IN YOUR SEATS 
UNTIL THE PLATFORM PARTY AND FACULTY HAVE LEFT. RADM EVANS 
CORDIALLY INVITES GRADUATES.&.. . '~~ULTY, AND GUESTS TO A 
RECEPTION IN HONOR OF THE Gl'Cl\UUATES IN THE BALLROOM OF 
HERRMANN HALL IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY.• 
Music conmenca for walonal Platform party leavel, followed ~ ~ l88tlna 
~and facullY. Gmduates and aueltl remiln lintll proceuion Is clliar. Audio Vlsu8l 
Playl for five milul8a after Rec:eulonal. 
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